Weekly Fry Word Assessment
(#61 – #70)

Directions: Listen to the words your teacher says and circle the correct word in each line.

1. so  same  sum  some
2. hear  her  here  hair
3. would  wood  world  wild
4. mark  much  made  make
5. lie  lick  luck  like
6. him  hem  ham  hen
7. enter  in  into  to
8. tie  time  tin  team
9. has  his  hasn’t  hat
10. luck  loom  like  look
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Directions: Listen to the words your teacher says and circle the correct word in each line.

Answer Key:

1. some
2. her
3. would
4. make
5. like
6. him
7. into
8. time
9. has
10. look